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1. Introduction 

Tsunoda (this volume) proposes the prototype of the mermaid construction 
(‘MMC') as follows. 

(1) Prototype ofthe MMC: 
[Clause] Noun Copula 

This prototype of the 恥仏1Cis based on the "t¥.品1C泊 Japanese， a 
predicate-fmal (or verb-final) language. Tagalog is a predicate-initial (or 
verb占utial)language. Nonetheless， it has the mirror image of the kind of 
由eMMC found in Japanese and other predicate-fmal (or verb-final) 
languages. This is， to my knowledge， the first "t¥.仏1Cthat has ever been 
reported企omany predicate-initiallanguage. 

The Tagalog MMC is oftwo types. 
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(2) Finite守pe:
Noun( -)Linker [Clause (白lIte)]

(3) 1nfi凶tivetype: 
Noun(-)Linker [Clause (infinitive)] 

Tagalog has no copula verb， and consequently， its恥仏tfC contains no 
copula verb. There間 differencesbetween the two types in terms of (i) 
mo中hology(五nitevs. infinitive)， (ii) syntax， and (iii) semantics. 

1n the五回te句rpe，the predicate of the‘Clause' is in a finite form， and 
也ピClause'by itself can be used as a sentence. The noun in吐1ピNoun'slot 
is mukha‘face'， a loan word from Sanskrit. The白lItetype has evidential 
meanings: inference and visual evidence. 

1n the infinitive type， the predicate of the ‘Clause' is in the infinitive 
form， and the ‘Clause' by itself cannot be used as a sentence. The nouns that 
can occupy the ‘Noun' slot訂 eplano 'plan'， tradisyon 'tradition'， destino 
‘destiny' (all訂 eloans企omSpa凶sh)，balak‘plan' and kapalaran‘fate'. 
The infinitive type indicates ‘X plans to ...' (a modal meaning)，‘X has the 
practice of VERBing' (an aspec印alme町並ng)，or‘X is destined to ...' (a 
modal meaning). 

2. Initial illustration 

An example of由e白首te匂rpeis (4) (mukha‘face')， and an ex田npleofthe 
infmitive type is (5) (plano‘plan'). 

(4) Mukha-ng sa-sabog=na ang bulkan. 
face-LK AF:CONT-erupt=already TOPvolcano 
LT:‘Face that the volcano will erupt already.' 
FT:‘It seems the volcano will erupt soon. ' 

(5) Plano-ng apruba-han nang gobyerno ang 
plan-LK approve-PF:INF GEN government TOP 
pag-import nang bigas. 
NMLZ-import GEN rice 
LT:‘Plan for the government to approve the import of rice. ' 
FT:‘The government plans to approve the import of rice. ' 

3. Profile of the language 

Tagalog is a member of the Westem Malayo-Polynesian branch of the 
Austronesian language family. 1t is spoken by approximately 22 million 
people as the first language in the southem part of the island of Luzon 
including Metro Manila， and by about 50 million people as L2 over the 
entire archipelago of the Philippines. Filipino， the national and an official 
language of the Philippines， is the standardized form of Tagalog with a 
lexicon enriched with words borrowed企omother Philippine languages. 
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There are certain stylistic differences between spoken and written 
Tagalog， but not in significant ways. The data presented here町 ebo血
spoken and written in narratives and newspapers. 

Tagalog has 27 phonemes: 5 vowels /i e a 0 U!， 6 diphthongs /ay aw uy 
oy ey iw/， and 16 consonants /p b t d k g ? m n IJ s h 1 [' y w/. Stress and 
pitch紅 edistinctive. 

Tagalog is largely agglut也ative，and partially fusionaL Tagalog 
morphology is generally characterized as prefixal， but it has suffixes， infixes， 
and circumfixes as well. Its verb morphology is quite complex; see 4.1ユ1.

Tagalog， like other Philippine languages， is predicate-initial (or 
verb-initial) in its basic word order: VOS and VSO. It uses prepositions， but 
not pos中ositions.In terms of c1ause structure， it has the so-called 
Philippine-type of rich voice altemations; see 4.1.2.1. 

With regard to the order of an adjective and the modified noun， there is 
no fixed order: an adjective can either precede the noun it modifies or 
follow it， with a linker na (or its variant: -ng) between them. 

(6) Na-kita=ko αng P句1αt na aso. 
PF:PFV -see= 1 SG:GEN TOP thin LK dog 
‘1 saw the thin dog.' 

(7) Na-kita=ko αng aso-ng P句1α!t.
PF:PFV -see= 1 SG:GEN TOP dog-LK 也m
(‘As above.') 

A preferred order seems to be determined partly by the relative length of 
words or phrases: the heavier constituent tends to follow the other. 

The linker links various kinds of constituents that stand in the 
modifier-modified relation， such as a numeral and a noun，同onouns 
(nominal， pronominal， or pronoun) in appositive re1ation， a demonstrative 
and a noun， the main c1ause and a subordinate c1ause， etc. An adnominal 
c1ause and the noun it modifies訂 ealso linked by the linker， and the 
adnominal c1ause either precedes the noun or follows it. (See 4ユ1.1.)A
demons回.tivecan either precede or follow the modified noun with a linker 
between them， e.g.， either ito・ngbahay (this:TOP-LK house) or bahay na 
ito (house LK血is:TOP)‘thishouse'. A numeral always precedes the 
modified noun， e.g.， tatlo-ng relo (three-LK watch)‘three watches' . 

Tagalog is both head-marking and dependent-marking. The Tagalog 
c1ause structure is configurationaL 

4. Types of clauses and sentences 

4.1 Verbα!l-predicα!te and non-verbα1・predicα!teclα!uses/sentences 

The predicate of a c1ause/sentence can be either verbal or non-verbal， and 
c1auses/sentences can be c1assifiedaccordingly. 
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4.1.1 Non-verbal clauses/sentences 
In non-verbal clauses/sentences， the predicate may be nominal， e.g.， (8); 
a司jectival，e.g.， (9); or prepositional， e.g.， (10). The basic structure of these 
clauses/sentences consists of the predicate followed by the subject 
expresslOn. 

PREDICATE SUBJECT 
(8) Estu砂ante sa UP ang babae め仰.

student OBL UP TOP woman there 
‘Th剖 womanis a student at UP (=University ofthe Philippines).' 

(9) Mα~ganda ang babae めlan.
beautiful TOP woman there 
‘That woman is beautiful.' 

(10) Nasa kusina ngayon si 
in kitchen now TOP 
'Maria is in the kitchen now.' 

Maria. 
恥1aria

There is no copula verb in Tagalog， as shown in the examples above. 
The term ‘subject' for血econstituent marked by prepositional ang (si 

for personal names) may be con白singin that it does not exactly correspond 
to the subject in languages such as， say， English. This constituent is 
仕aditionallycalled ‘topic' in Philippine linguistics (cf. Constantino 1971; 
Schachter and Otanes 1972 among others)ラ butit is highly grammatical in 
nature comp訂 edwith topics in languages like Japanese， and it does have 
some of the properties that may be considered subject properties. For 
example， it is the obligatory constituent in clauses， and it is the t町 getof 
many syntactic phenomena， such as relativization. For the sake of 
convenience， we use the teロnSUBJECT here as opposed to PREDICATE， 
to describe也ep町tof the clause containing the topic constituent. 

The subject and the predicate can be inverted， with the inversion 
markeray. 

SUBJECT PREDICATE 
(11) Ang babαe めlan αy estudyante sa UP. 

TOP wo宜lan there INV student OBL UP 
‘That woman is a student at UP. ' 

(12) Ang babae のlan αy magandα. 
TOP woman there 問V beauti白l
'That woman is beautiful.' 

The inversion construction is a stylistic variant of the basic construction 
shown in (8)ー(10)，and is textually limited. According to Schachter and 
Otanes (1972:485)， the inversion construction“is characteristic of formal 
style， and is more common in writing， lectures， sermons， etc.ヲ thanit is in 
ordinary conversation". Constituents that can be inverted are limited to the 
topic of the clause， an adverbial expression， and a non-topic actor (Katagiri 
1992). (‘Non-topic actor'， that is， an actor nominal th剖 isnot the topic， will 
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be discussed in 4.1.2.2.) 

4.1.2 Verbαlてpredicateclauses/sentences 
We shall first look at the morphology of verbs (4.1ユ1)，組dthen the 
structure ofthese clauses/sentences (4.1.2.2). 

4.1.2.1 Morphology 01 verbs. Basically， verbs always contain an affix-a 
prefix， an infix， a suffix， or a circumfix-which expresses focus， aspect， and 
mode in a merged form. Here， the terms‘focus'加 d‘topic'are not used in 
the way由ey町 eused in discourse study.‘Focus' refers to a kind of 
agreement， and‘topic' indicates the NP that agrees with the focus-marked 
verb. That is，‘focus' does not mean the most essential piece of new 
information. Nor does‘topic' necessarily concem what is being talked about. 
In what follows， the terms‘focus' and‘topic' will be used in the way they 
紅 eused in Philippine linguistics， and not in由eway they are used in 
discourse analysis. 

The focus affixes that町 ecommonly used紅 eshown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Focus affixes 

Actor Focus (AF) -um-， mag-， m-， mαng口 mα-，mαrgkα-， mα'ki-， 
mα，kipαrg-， mαka-

Patient Focus (PF) -in， i-， -an， ma-
Direction Focus (DF) -an 
Beneficiary Focus (BF) i-， ipag-，がang-
Location F ocus (LF) -an，ια--an， pag--an， pang--an 
Instrumental Focus (IF) i-， ipag-， ipαng-
Reason F ocus (RF) ika-， ikapag-， i初rpang-

The forms of the affixes shown in Table 1 are in their infinitive form. The 
choice among different affixes under the same focus is lexically determined 
although there紅 ecertain generalizations that can be made. 

Verbs further inflect for aspect and mode. As an example， the 
inflections of verbs bigay‘give' and bili‘buy'紅 eshown in Table 2. (Focus 
affixes訂 eboldfaced.) 

Table 2. Inflections of big，の‘give'and bili‘buy' 

Infinitive Perfective Imperfective Contemplated 
AF magbigay nagbigay nagbibigay magbibig，の

bumili bumili bumibili bibili 
PF ibigay ibinig，の ibinibigay ibibigay 

bilhin binili binibili bibilhin 
DF bigyan binigyan binibigyan bibigyan 
BF ibili ibinili ibinibili ibibili 

4.1.2.2 Structure 01 clauses/sentences. In the basic word order， 
sentences/clauses with a verbal predicate consist of a verb followed by one 
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or more arg田nents.The order of the nominal (vis-a-vis pronominal) 
訂 gumentsis not fixed， and the basic word order is either VOS or VSO. 
(Personal pronouns are enclitics and由ey訂 eattached to the first constituent 
ofthe clause/sentence.) Thus， the role ofthe町gumentsis not determined by 
word order， but partly by the marking of the constituent and mainly by the 
form of the verbal affix. 

In verbal-predicate sentences/clauses， one of the constituents of the 
clause is obligatorily chosen as由etopic of the clause， and the verb contains 
an affix that agrees with the topic constituent and marks its semantic role. 
For example， in ditransitive clauses where an actor nominal， a patient， and a 
beneficiary are present， there are three possible clauses. 

Actor focus: 
(13) B-um-ili ang lalaki nang 

AF:PFV・buy TOP man GEN 
sa asawa mya. 
OBL spouse 3SG:GEN 
'The man bought a ring for his wife. ，1 

Patient focus: 
(14) B-in-ili nang lalaki ang 

PF:PFV-buy GEN man TOP 
sa asωva mya. 
OBL spouse 3SG:GEN 
‘The man bought the ring for his wife.' 

Beneficiary focus: 
(15) I-b-in-ili nang /，αlαki nang 

BF:PFV-buy GEN man GEN 
ang asawa mya. 
TOP spouse 3SG:GEN 
‘The man bought his wife a ring. ' 

smgsmg para 
ring for 

smgsmg para 
ring for 

smgsmg 
nng 

In (13)， the actor nominal is chosen as the topic of the clause， and its 
semantic role is marked on由everb by the focus affix. The same applies to 
(14)， where the patient nominal is chosen as the topic， and (15)， where the 
beneficiary nominal is chosen as the topic. The topic constituent is marked 
by the topic preposition ang and it is usually interpreted as de自国te.
Non-topic actor nominals and non-topic patient nominals訂 emarked by the 
genitive marker nang (ni for personal names)， and non-topic obliql1;.e 
constituents are marked by the oblique marker sa (kay for personal names).'" 

There has been a debate as to a proper characterization of the focus 
system of Philippine languages. See， for example， Shibatani (1988， 1999) 
and Katagiri (2005). 

Tagalog makes use of various kinds of enclitics that occur in the 
second position of the clause: personal pronouns， and adverbial particles 
白羽 denoteaspect and modality. 
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4.2 Adnominal and adverbiα1 clauses 

4.2.1 Adnominal clauses 
4.2.1.1 Formation. 1n Tagalog， an adnominal clause ('AC') is formed by the 
gap strategy; compare (16) with (17) and (18). An AC basically follows the 
head noun it modifies， e.g.， (17)， but it can also precede the noun if the 
clause is not too hea可， e.g.ラ (18)，just as an叫jectivecan either precede or 
follow the noun it modifies. A head noun and an AC are linked by a linker. 
The form ofthe linker is as follows: (司 theword na following a consonant， 
e.g.， (17); and (b) the suffix -ng following a vowel， e.g.， (18). 

(16) B-in-ili=ko ang bahay. 
PF:PFV-buy=ISG:GEN TOP house 
'1 bought the house.' 

(17) Mahal ang bahay [nα b-in・ili=加'].
expensive TOP house LK PF:PFV-buy=ISG:GEN 
'The house 1 bought was expensive.' 

(18) Mahal ' ang [b-in-ili=ko-ngj bahay. 
expensive TOP PF:PFV-buy=ISG:GEN-LK house 
'The house 1 bought was expensive.' 

An important point is that the head nominal must be血e‘topic'
nominal， th剖 is，it must agree with the focus-marking of the verb of the AC. 
Thus，泊 (17)and (18)， the head noun bahの1'house' is the topic of the AC， 
whose verb is in the patient-focus form. The head noun is the patient of the 
verb of the.AC. That is， the head noun agrees with the focus-marking of the 
AC. On the other hand， if a non-topic of the AC is relativized on， the 
resultant sentence is ungrarnmatical. Compare (19) with (20) and (21). 

(19) B-um-ili=ako nang bahay. 
AF:PFV・buy=1SG:TOP GEN house 
'1 bought a house.' 

(20) * Mahal ang bめの na [b-um-ili=αko]. 
expensive TOP house LK AF:PFV-buy=ISG:TOP 
lntended meaning: 'The house 1 bought was expensive.' 

(21) 申Mahal ang [b-um-ili=αko-ngj . bahα01. 
expensive TOP AF:PFVゐuy=ISG:TOP-LKhouse 
1ntended meaning: 'The house 1 bought was expensive.' 

1n all of (19) to (21)， the verb is in the actor-focus form. 1n (20) and (21)， 
the topic of the AC is ako 'I' (the actor). However， the intended head noun 
is bahay‘house' (the patient nominal)， and it is not the topic ofthe AC. The 
intended head noun does not agree with the focus回 markingof the verb of the 
AC， and consequently， (20) and (21) are ungrarnmatical. 

To be precise， there are exceptional cases where a non-topic nominal 
can be relativized on. See 4.2.1.口.之2

Tag伊aloghas two t旬y中pesof ACsぶ:intemal ACαs and extemal ACαs. (See 
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Teramura (1969) and Tsunoda (this volume， 7.2) for a characterization of 
these two types of ACs.) Very roughly speaking， in intemal ACs， the head 
noun coηesponds to an紅 gumentor an adjunct of the AC. In contrast， in 
extemal ACs， the head noun is， so to speak， added仕om'outside the 
underlying clause'. It does not co町espondto an訂 g山田凶 oran adjunct of 
由eAC. We shall discuss these two types of ACs in加rn.

4.2.1.2 1nternal ACs. As long as the head noun is the topic ofthe AC， a wide 
range of nominals with various semantic roles can be the head noun of ACs. 

Actor: 
(22) Siya ang 

3SG:TOP TOP 
wika-ng Fil伊ino.
language-LK Filipino 
‘The woman who teaches Filipino language is she.' 

Patient， e.g.， (17) and (18). 
Beneficiary: 
(23) Sino 

who:TOP 

bαbαe-ng 
woman-LK 

nag-tu-turo 
AF:IPFV -teach 

nang 
GEN 

ang 
TOP 

bαbαe-ng 
woman嗣 LK

i-b-in-ili=mo 
BF:PFV -buy=2SG:GEN 

nang singsing? 
GEN ring 
LT:‘The woman for whom you bought a ring is who?' 
FT:‘Who is the woman for whom you bought a ring?' 

Instrumental: 
(24) 1to ang lagari-ng i-p-in-am-utol ni 

也is:TOPTOP saw-LK IF:PFV四 cut GEN 
Pedro nang puno. 
Pedro GEN tree 
‘The saw with which Pedro cut a tree is this.，3 

As shown above， any nominal can be relativized on as long as it is the 
topic of the AC. Furthermore， a non司 topicnominal can be relativized on in 
some cases. For example， a possessor nominal can be relativized on if it is 
extracted企omthe topic nominal of the AC. 

Non同 topicpossessor: 
(25) Mahusay [ang paper nang 

skill白1 TOP paper GEN 
'The student's paper is outstanding.' 

(26) Siya ang es仰の仰te-ngmahusay ang 
3SG:TOP TOPstudent-LK skillful TOP 
'The student whose paper is outstanding is he.' 
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paper. 
paper 

Also， certain oblique expressions can be relativized on， but this requ国 sthe 
use of an adverbial interrogative. 
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(27) Ito ang railway station kung saan 
this:TOP TOP railway station ADV where 
galling si Pedro. 
be.from TOP Pedro. 
‘The railway station where Pedro is企omis this.' 

Headless relatives町'ecommon if the omitted head denotes a person or 
a thing，吐loughthe grammatical restriction on AC formation holds here as 
well: the (omitted) head must be the topic ofthe AC. Thus， in (28)， the actor 
nominal， which refers to a person， is omitted. In (29)， the patient nominal， 
which refers to a thing， is omitted. In both sentences， the semantic role of 
the (omitted) head is marked on the verb. 

(28) Sino 
who:TOP 

αng 
TOP n

y
 

---且

昭
却

h
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b
b
P
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:

 

ω
F
 

ト

A

sa 
OBL 

nag-hi-hirap? 
AF:IPFV-be.poor 
‘Who is the person who helps the poor?' 

(29) Mahal ang b-in-ili=ko. 
expensive TOP PF:PFV-buy=lSG:GEN 
‘羽市at1 bought was expensive.' 

4.2.1.3 External ACs. Generally， extemal ACs are not acceptable. First， 
comp訂 e(30) and (31). 

(30) I-p-in-iprito=niya ang isda. 
PF:IPFV-fry=3SG:GEN TOP fish 
官 eIS企yingthe fish.' 

(31) 牢I-p-in-ipriω=niya ang isda sa amoy. 
PF:IPFV・fry=3SG:GEN TOP fish OBL smell 
Intended meaning:‘He is匂ingthe fish with the smell.' 

百leex. (31) shows that sa amoy‘with the smell' cannot occur in (30). Now 
comp町e(30) with (32) (intemal AC) and (33) (*extemal AC). 

(32) isda-ng i-p-in-i-prito=niya 
fish-LK PF:IPFV-fry=3SG:GEN 
‘the fish也前heis向ring'

(33) * Mabaho ang amoy na iてp-in-i-prito(=niya)
stinky TOPsmell LK PF:IPFV-fry(=3SG:GEN) 
ang isda. 
TOP fish 
L T: 'The smell with which he is frying the fish is stin勾r.' 

FT:‘The smell of (his) frying fish is stinky.' 

In (30)， the verb is in the patient-focus form， and isda官sh'(the patient 
nominal) is the topic of the clause. The ex. (32) is perfectly acceptable: the 
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head noun isda 'fish' (the patient nominal) agrees with the focus-marking 
(patient focus) of the verb of the AC. 

The ex. (33) is intended to be an instance of extemal AC， but it is not 
acceptable. Recall first th瓜 saamoy‘with the smell' cannot occur in (30). It 
is， so to speak， added to (33)企omthe outside of (30). (It is in view of this 
血atthe term‘extemal AC' is used. Cf. Teramura (1969).) Note th剖 sa
amoy 'with the smell' does not agree with the verb of由eAC. (It c田mot
occur in (30) in the first place， and there is no way it can agree with the verb 
ofthe AC.) 

However， there are instances in which an extemal AC is marginally 
acceptable. One such example is (37). Compare it with (34)， (35)， and (36). 
Note th剖出 (37)，amoy‘smell' does not agree with the verb (the actor 
focus) ofthe AC. 

(34) Na-lu-luto=na ang bigas. 
AF:IPFV -cook=already TOP rice 
‘The rice is cooking.' 

(35) * Na-lu-luto=nα ang bigas sa amoy. 
AF:IPFV -cook=already TOP rice OBL smell 
Intended meaning:‘The rice is cooking with the smell.' 

(36) bigas na na-lu-luto=na 
rice LK AF:IPFV -cook=already 
'the rice that is cooking' 

(37) ?amoy na na-lu-luto αng bigas 
smell LK AF:IPFV -cook TOP rice 

LT:吐lesmell with which the rice is cooking' 

Another example is (38). It employs the method mentioned in 4.2.1.2: the 
use of an adverbial interrogative. 

(38) 1)仰 ang
that:TOP TOP 
nag，αut=siyα. 
angry=3SG:TOP 

dahilan kung 
reason ADV 

‘The reason why he got angry is that. ' 

4.2.2 Adverbi，α1 clauses 

bα~kit 

why 

There紅 ebasically two types of clause-linkage markers to form adverbial 
clauses. 

(a) Preclausal adverbial conjunctions， e.g.， kung/(ka)pag(ka)‘when， if; 
sapagkat‘because' . 

(b) Nominalizers， e.g.ラpag-dating(NMLZ-arrive)‘when one arrives'; 
pagka-kain (NMLZ-eat)ιafter one e仰¥

Some nouns or 叫jectiveswith an oblique marker sa can be used as 
adverbial conjunctions， e.g.， dahil sa (reason OBL)‘because'; bu此οdsa 
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(aside OBL)‘in addition that' . 
Adverbial clauses can either precede or follow the rnain clause. 

5. Mermaid construction 

5.1 Introductory notes 

As seen in Section 1， Tsunoda (this volurne) proposes the prototype of the 
rnermaid construction (‘MMC') as in (1)， repeated here as (39). 

(39) Prototype ofthe MMC: 
[Clause] Noun Copula 

This prototype of the -rv品1Cis based on the MMC in Japanese， a 
predicate-final (or verb-final) language. 

Tagalog would not be expected to have the乱品1C.There are at least 
two reasons for this. 

First; alrnost all of the languages in which the MMC is attested are 
predicate-fmal (or verb-final)， as shown in the other chapters in the present 
volurne. However， Tagalog is predicate-initial (or verb-initial). 

Second， as will be noted in 5ユ1，the MMC rnay be said to resernble 
extemal ACs in th創出enoun is not an訂 gurnent(or an adjunct) of the 
clause. In view of this， the恥仏1Cwould be expected to occur in languages 
in which extemal ACs紅 eabundant and highly acceptable. However， in 
Tagalog， extemal ACs are only rnarginally acceptable. 

Despite these expectations， Tagalog does have the MMC. It is a 
predicate“initial (or verb-initial) language. Its MMC is the rnirror image of 
the kind of the MMC found in Japanese and other predicate-final (or 
verb-final) languages. The Tagalog MMC is oftwo types: (2) and (3). They 
are repe瓜edhere as (40) and (41)， respectively. 

(40) Finite type: 
Noun(-)Linker [Clause (finite)] 

(41) Infinitive type: 
Noun(ー)Linker [Clause (infinitive)] 

As is the case with ACs (4.2.1)，出e‘Noun'and the ‘Clause'訂 elinked by a 
linker. We shalllook at the finite type in 5.2， and the infinitive type in 5.3. 

The Tagalog construction in question is not a prototypical instance of 
the MMC in the sense that it lacks copula， and血at，in the case of the 
infi凶tivetype， the clause cannot be used as a sentence by itself. Nonetheless， 
it is regarded as an instance of the MMC since it is the cornbination of two 
different structures.' 
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5.2 Finite type 

5.2.1 Structure 
In the finite type， the noun that occupies the ‘Noun' slot is mukha‘face， 
facial expression'. It is interesting to note that this word is a loan word from 
Sanskrit: mukha ‘mouth， face， countenance' . According to Yasunari 
Imamura (p.c.)， its descendent mukh (with a dropped) is still used in Modem 
Hindi， with the meaning of 'face' . 

The use of the word mukha is not limited to educated people. The 
Philippines has been trading with India since as far back as the 7th century， 
and this trade has inf1uence in language. According to Panganiban (1972)， 
of the 30000 root words in Tagalog， close to 300 are loans企omSanskrit. 
Other common Tagalog words of Sanskrit origin include guro 'teacher'， 
asmω‘spouse'， and wika‘language'. 

In Tagalog， mukha‘face， facial expression' can be used outside the 
MMC. When it is used in the MMC， the :rv仏1Chas evidential meanings: 
visual evidence and inference. 

The predicate of the ‘Clause' may be nominal， e.g.， (43); adjectival， 
e.g.， (45); or verbal， e.g.， (47) (same as (4)). When the predicate is verbal， it 
is in a finite form. However， when the predicate is a nominal or adjectival， 
the distinction between fmite and nonfinite forms is virtually non-existent. 
Whichever the predicate is， the ‘Clause' c組 beused as a sentence by itself. 
Compare the following pairs of examples. 

Nominal predicate: 
(42) Binata=pa=siya. 

bachelor=yet=3 SG:TOP 
'He is still a bachelor.' 

(43) Mukha引 g binaω=pa=siya. 
face-LK bachelor=yet=3SG:TOP 
LT:‘Face that he is still a bachelor.' 
FT:‘It seems he is still a bachelor.' 

Adjectival predicate: 
(44) Malusog si 

healthy TOP 
‘Erap is healthy.' 

Erap. 
Erap 

(45) Mukha-ng malusog si 
face回 LK healthy TOP 
LT:‘Face that Erap is healthy.' 
FT:‘It seems Erap is healthy.' 

Verbal predicate: 
(46) Sa-sabog=na ang 

AF:CONT -erupt=already TOP 
'The volcano will erupt soon.' 
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(47) Mukha-ng sa-sabog=na ang 
face-LK AF:CONT -erupt=already TOP 
LT:‘Face也atthe volcano will erupt already. ' 
FT:‘It seems the volcano will erupt soon.' 

bulkan. 
volcano 

The MMC may look similar to ACs. Note由atmukha‘face' can in no 
way be an町g田nentofthe ‘Clause'. In this respect，出e1仏1Cdiffers丘om
intemal ACs， but it may be said to res~mble extemal ACs. 

As noted above， the predicate of也ピClause'occ町 sma白首teform (剖
least when it is a verb). There is no res仕ictionon the inflection of the 
predicate of the ‘Clause'. It can occur in any focus/aspect/mode form. 
Examples follow. 

(48) Mukha-ng b-um-i-bili ngayon ang lalaki nang 
face-LK AF:IPFV -buy now TOP man GEN 
bago引 !gkotse. 
new四 LKcar 
‘It seems the man is buying a new c紅 now.'

(49) Mukha-ng b-in-ili kahapon nang lalaki 
face-LK PF:PFV -buy yesterday GEN man 
ang bago帽 ng kotse. 
TOP new-LK car 
‘It seems the man bought the new c紅 yesterday.' 

5.2.2 Semantics 
The恥仏1Cwi出 mukha‘face，facial expression' has evidential meanings. 
More specifically it denotes the following: 

(a) visual evidence: on the basis ofwhat the speaker actually sees， he/she 
states that a situation is likely to occ肌 or:

(b) inference: the speaker makes an inference on the basis of the 
surrounding situation. 

Examples have already been given. An additional example is the following. 
(It contains an instance of ‘headless relative clause' (cf. 4ユ1.2):ang 
伊inipriωnanglalaki‘(the one that) the man is向ring'.) 

(50) Mukha-ng isda ang iてp-in・i-prito nαng lalaki. 
face-LK fish TOP PF:IPFV-fry GEN man 
LT:‘Face由瓜theone th剖 theman is frying is fish.' 
FT:‘It seems to be fish that the man is向ring-'

The speaker may utter this sentence in a situation where he/she makes this 
judgment on the basis of the smell. 

Similar meanings can be expressed by using adverbs. Among them， 
sentences with para‘seemingly' apparently takes the s副neform as the 
MMC with mukha‘face'. 
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(51) Para-ng binαta=pα=siyα. 
seemingly-LK bachelor=yet=3 SG:TOP 
‘It seems he is still a bachelor.' 

(52) Par，α-ng malusog Sl Erαp‘ 

seemingly-LK healthy TOP Erap 
‘It seems Erap is healthy.' 

(53) Para-ng sα-sabog=nα αng bulkan. 
seemingly-LK AF:CONT -e~pt=already TOP volcano 
‘It seems the volcano will erupt soon.' 

Compare these sentences with (43)， (45)， and (47)， respectively. App訂 ently，
they take the same form at least superficially: mukh仰 αra+ linker + clause. 
They are also similar in meaning， only with slight differences in terms of 
probability of the situation happenihg or occurring. Although para can be 
used in situations白剖 onecan actually see just like mukha， the likelihood of 
the OCCI町 enceof the situation is higher with mukhα由anwithpara. 

In fact， many adverbial expressions take the s田町 form described 
above， especially those that denote frequency: madalas‘o抗en'，lagi 
‘always'， madalang/bihira 'r訂 ely'，beses‘times'， etc. 

(54) Dalawα-ng beses sa isa-ng bUl1仰 na
two-LK times OBL one-LK month LK 
nag-bi-bilyar si Noy. 
AF:IPFV -billiard TOP Noy 
LT:‘Two times in a month that N oy plays billiard.' 
FT:‘Noy plays billiard twice a month.' 

百leform observed in (54) is parallel to the structure ofthe MMC given in 
(39) above: Noun (dlαlawang beses sa isang buwan 'twice a mon血')+ 
Linker + Clause. One might argue， then， that mukha is grammaticalized 
and it now has an adverbial function that denotes evidentiality. 

However， there are structural differences between the ]¥品1Cwith 
mukha and those sentences that have the kind of adverbial expression 
illustrated above. In the MMC with mukha， the first p訂t(‘Noun') and the 
second part ('Clause') cannot be inverted， irrespective of whether an 
inversion marker is employed or not. See (55) and (56). In contrast， in (54)， 
the first part can be postposed， although this is not common. Compare (54) 
and (57). 

(55) Mukha-ng u-ulan. 
face-LK AF:CONT -rain 
‘It seems it will rain.' 

(56) 申U-ulan-g (句) mukha. 
AF:CONT -rain-LK INV face 

(57) Nag-bi-bilyar Sl Noy na dalαwa-ng beses 
AF:IPFV -billiard TOP Noy LK two-LK t1mes 
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sα isα-ng buwαn. 
OBL one-LK month 
‘N oy plays billiard twice a month. ' 

Comparison of (55)-(56) and (57) suggests th剖 dal仰 angbeses sa isang 
bωωn 'twice a month' is something like an adverbial phrase， while (55) is 
an established construction， with a rigid relative order of words/phrases. 
Mukha is not an adverbial element. It is a part (and an important part) ofthe 
h仏1C.

This町g田nent，however， does not apply to the word para‘seemingly' ， 
which cannot be postposed， just like mukha cannot. However， mukha and 
para， both of which express evidentiality of an action or state occurring， 
exhibit a difference in word order when negated. Compare (58)ー(59)and 
(60)-(61). 

(58) Hindi=siya mukha-ng 
NEG=3SG:TOP face-LK 

binata. 
bachelor 

‘He does not seem to be a bachelor.' 
(59) Mukhα=siya-ng hindi binata.5 

face-3SG:TOP-LK NEG bachelor 
‘He does not look like a bachelor.' 

(60) *H的diニsiya para-ng binata. 
NEG=3SG:TOP seemingly-LK bachelor 

(61) Parα=siya-ng hindi binata. 
seemingly=3SG:TOP-LK NEG bachelor 
官 edoes not seem to be a bachelor.' 

In Tagalog， a negative particle occurs clause-initially， that is， before the 
predicate of the clause. Compare (44うwith(62)， and (46) with (63). 

(62) Hindi malusog si 
NEG healthy TOP 
'Erap is not healthy.' 

(63) Hindi pa sa-sabog 

Erap. 
Erap 

NEG yet AF:CONT-erupt 
αng 
TOP 

'The volcano will not erupt yet.' 

bulkan. 
volcano 

The contrast between (58) and (60) shows the structural difference 
between the MMC wi由 mukhaand sentences with an adverbial expression. 
The fact that the negative particle hindi can naturally occur before mukha， 
but not before parαindicates that mukha behaves as the predicate of the 
sentence， just like a noun of the mermaid construction， while the para does 
not. This suggests again that mukha is not an adverbial element but ιNoun' 
of the MMC. (See (2) and (40) for ‘Noun' ofthe MMC.) 
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5.3 Infinitive type 

[1] Predicate 
The structure of the infmitive type is shown in (3)， and again in (41)， as 
repeated below. 

(41) Infinitive type: 
Noun(-)Linker [Clause (infinitive)] 

The predicate of the‘Clause' is finite in the finite type (瓜leastwhen it is a 
verb). However， it is the infinitive form of a verb，出瓜 IS，a norトfiniteform， 
in the infinitive type. The difference between the白lIteand the infinitive 
forms is roughly as follows. 

(a) Finite forms inflect for focus and aspect. 
(b) Infinitive forms inflect for focus， but not for aspect. 

In the inf・initivetype， the verb in the ‘Clause' is non-finite， and the 
‘Clause' cannot be used as a sentence by itself. 

[2] Nouns 
The nouns that can occupy the ‘Noun' slot in the infinitive守peinclude 
plano 'plan'， e.g.， (5)， (66)， (69); tradisyon 'tradition'， e.g.， (64)， (70); 
destino 'destiny' (all borrowed from Spanish); balak‘plan'; and kapalaran 
‘fate'， e.g.， (65)， (67)， (68). They have an evidential， an aspec加al，or a 
modal meaning. This is summarized in Table 3. 

(64) Trαdi.砂'on-g i}がフα'g-diwαng nαng mαng，α 
t仕rad訓ition.ト-L
αng Easter. 
TOP Easter 
LT:‘Tradition for Filipinos to celebrate Easter.' 
FT:‘Filipinos have出epractice of celebrating Easter.' 

[3] Actor nominal (1): preposition 

Filipino 
Filipino 

In Tagalog， generally， when an actor nominal agrees with the verb in terms 
of focus marking， it must be preceded by the topic preposition. For ex田nple，
in (13)， the actor nominal lalaki‘man' agrees with the verb b-um-ili 
‘AF.PFV-buy' (in the actor focus)， and it is preceded by the topic 
preposition ang. When the actor nominal does not agree with the verb， it is 
preceded by the genitive preposition， e.g.， (14)組 d(15) (nang lalaki‘GEN 
man'). The verb is in the patient focus in (14)， and in the beneficiary focus 
in (15). The same applies to the MMC of the五回tetype. In (48)， the actor 
nominal (lalaki‘man') agrees with the verb (in the actor focus) and it is 
preceded by the topic preposition ang. In (49)， the actor nominal (lalaki 
'man') does not agree with the verb (in the patient focus) and it is preceded 
by the genitive preposition nang. 
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However， the above does not apply to the MMC of the infinitive type. 
When the actor nominal agrees with the verb， its behavior is different企om
that described above. In some instances， the actor nominal may be preceded 
either by the topic preposition (as is generally the case with an actor 
nominal used as the topic) or by the genitive preposition (as is generally the 
case with an actor used as a non-topic). 

(65) Kapalaran-g ma-wala si / ni Pilar sα 

fate-LK AF:INF-disappear TOP/GEN Pilar OBL 
Maynila upang ma-kita si Pepe. 
Manila in order to PF:INF-see TOP Pepe 
LT:‘Fate for/ofPilar to get lost in Manila in order to see Pepe.' 
FT:‘Pilar was destined to get lost in Manila in order to see Pepe.' 

In other instances， the actor nominal can be preceded by the genitive 
preposition. But the use of the topic preposition is unacceptable or only 
marginally acceptable. This is despite the fact血atit agrees with the verb (in 
the actor focus). 

(66) Plano-ng b-um-isita ni / *si Noy 
plan-LK AF:INF-visit GEN/*TOP Noy 
bukas. 
tomorrow 
LT:‘Plan ofNoy to visit Davao tomorrow.' 
FT:‘Noy plans to visit Davao tomoηow.' 

(67) Kapalaran-g ma-talo ni / ?si Erap noon-g 
fate-LK AF:INF・lose GEN/?TOP Erap last-LK 
eleksyon. 
election 
LT:‘Fate of/for Erap to lose in the last election.' 
FT:官rapwas destined to lose in the last election.' 

sa 
OBL 

Dαvαo 
Davao 

[4] Actor nominal (2): relative order 
There is a difference in the behavior of the actor nominal between the 
infinitive type and the finite type. This difference has to do with the genitive 
marking of the actor nominal. 

In the infmitive type， if the actor nominal is preceded by the genitive 
case， it may precede the verb and occur immediately after the ‘Noun' ofthe 
MMC. This is possible both (a) when the actor nominal agrees with the verb 
(in the actor focus)， e.g.， (68)， and (b) when the actor nominal does not 
agree with由everb (in a focus other than the actor focus)， e.g.， (69)叩 d(70) 
(血ep剖ientfocus). 

(68) Kapalaran 
fate 
sa Mのmila
OBLManila 

ni/寧'si
GEN/*TOP 
upang 
in order to 

Pilαrr n4α 
Pilar LK 
mα-kita 
PF:INF-see 
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LT:‘Fate of Pilar to get lost in M副註lain order to see Pepe.' 
FT: 'Pil町 wasdestined to get lost in Manila [when she went] 

to see Pepe.' 
(69) Plano nang gobyerno-ng apruba-han ang 

plan GEN government-LK approve-PFゴNF TOP 
pag-import nang bigas. 
NMLZ-import GEN rice 
LT:‘Plan of the government to approve the import of rice. ' 
FT:‘The government plans to approve the import of rice.' 

(70) Trαdisyon nang manga Fil伊ino-ng
tradition GEN PL Filipino-LK 
伊ag-diwang ang Easter. 
PF:INF・.celebrate TOP Easter. 
LT:‘Tradition of Filipinos to celebrate Easter.' 
FT:‘Filipinos have the practice of celebrating Easter.' 

Compare， for example， (65) and (68). In (68)，出eactor nominal (Pilar) 
occ町 simmediately after由e明oun'(kapalaran‘fate') and it must be 
preceded by the genitive postposition， and not by the topic preposition. In 
(65)， the actor nominal does not occur immediately a武erthe ‘Noun'， and it 
may be preceded by the topic preposition or by the genitive preposition. 

Only the actor nominal can precede the verb and occur immediately 
afterthe ‘Noun'. 

In contrast to the infinitive type， the finite type (the ‘Noun' is mukha 
‘face') does not allow the actor nominal to occ町 immediatelya白erthe 
‘Noun' mukha， irrespective of whether the actor nominal is the topic， c王
(72)， or not， cf. (74). Compare (71) and (72)， and (73) and (74). 

(71) Mukha-ng bi-bisita si 
face-LK AF:CONT司 visit TOP 
Davao bukas. 
Davao tomoηow 

Noy 
Noy 

'Noy seems to be going to Davao tomorrow.' 
(72) *Mukhα ni Noy na bi-bisita sa 

sα 
OBL 

face GEN Noy LK AF:CONT -go OBL 
bukas. 
tomorrow 
LT:‘Face ofNoy that will visit Davao tomoπow.' 
Intended meaning:‘(As above') 

Dαrvao 
Davao 

(73) Mukha-ng t-in-αnggap=na nang gobyerno 
face-LK PF:PERF-receive=already GEN goverr四国国

ang 初nila-ng pagkaklαmαli. 
TOP 3PL:OBL-LK mistake 
‘The gove口町lentseems to have acknowledged its mistake. ' 

(74) キMukhanang gobyerno-ng t-in-anggap=na 
face GEN government-LK PF:PERF-receive=already 
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αng kanilα-ng pagkakamali. 
TOP 3PL:OBL-LK mistake 
LT:‘Face ofthe government that received their mistake a1ready.' 
lntended meaning: '(As above') 

5.4 Semantics 01 the two types 

We have seen one noun (5.2) and five nouns (5.3) th剖 canoccupy the 
ιNoun' slot ofthe MMC. They can be summarized as in Tab1e 3. As can be 
seen， they町 ehigh1y grammaticalized in the乱品1C，in terms of semantics at 
1east. 

Tab1e 3. Semantics ofthe MMC 

mukha 
plano 
tradisyon 
destino 
balak 
kapalaran 

outside ]¥品1Cmeaning ofl¥仏I[C

‘face' 
‘p1an' 
'tradition' 
‘destiny' 
‘p1an' 
‘fate' 

evidentia1: visua1 evidence and inference 
moda1:‘p1an to do' 
aspectua1: habitua1 
moda1:‘be destined to do' 
modal:‘p1an to do' 
moda1:‘be destined to do' 

6. Summary and concluding remarks 

Taga10g would not be expected to have the MMC. First， it is 
predicate-initia1 (or verb-initia1)， whereas a1most all of the 1anguages in 
which the MMC is attested訂 epredic剖e-fina1 (or verb四 fina1).Second， the 
L品1Cmay be said to resemb1e extema1 ACs in that the noun is not佃

argument or an adjunct of the clause， and the MMC might be expected to 
occur in 1anguages where extema1 ACs are abundant. However， in Taga1og， 
extema1 ACs are on1y marginally acceptab1e. 

Despite theseれ7VO expectations， Taga10g does have the MMC. This 
恥仏1Cis the mirror image of the prototype of the MMC， attested in 
predicate-fma11anguages. The Taga10g MMC is oftwo types. 

ln the finite type， the verb of the ‘C1ause' is in a finite foロn，and the 
‘C1ause' can be used as a sentence by itse1f. The ‘Noun' is mukha‘face'， a 
10an from Sanskrit mukha， and也eMMC has evidentia1 meanings of visua1 
evidence and inference:‘the situation is 1ikely to occur'. 

ln the infinitive type， the predicate of the ‘C1ause' is in the infinitive 
form， that is， a non-finite form， and the ‘C1ause' cannot be used as a 
sentence by itse1f. At 1east five nouns are attested in the ‘Noun' slot. Two of 
them訂 e10ans from Spanish， whi1e the remaining two are native Taga10g 
words. The infinitive type has an evidentia1， a moda1， or an aspec回a1
meaning. The infinitive type exhibits an unusua1 behavior in terms of the 
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case and the relative position of the actor nominal. 
Lastly， it is interesting to note th国 thenouns used for either type of the 

mermaid construction are mostly loan words. This might have something to 
do with the preference for verbal constructions of the language per se， but it 
remains for further research. 
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Notes 

1 Note血atthe verb b-um-ili‘AF:PFV -buy' consists of the verb root bili 
‘buy' and the inf1ectional infix -um-‘AF:PFV' (cf. Table 2). It is difficult to 
gloss infixes adequately. The same applies to many other verbs in the 
ex田nplesgiven below. 

2 In standard orthography， the genitive marker nang [na1J] is written as ng. 
To avoid confusion with a suffix -ng [lJ]， which is a linker， nang is used in 
this paper. 

3 There is another， preferred way to express the meaning of (24): 
(i) 1to ang lagari-ng g-in-amit ni Pedro 

出is:TOPTOP saw-LK PF:PFV-use GEN Pedro 
pang-putol nang puno. 
for-cut GEN tree 
‘This is the saw Pedro used to cut a tree.' 

Roughly speaking，由edifference between (24) and (i) is as follows. In (24)， 

the verb for ‘cut' is in the instrumental-focus foロn，whereas (i) employs the 
verb for ‘usピ(inthe patient-focus form) in place ofthe instrumental focus. 

4 The MMC analysis might not be maintained under the “equation 
hypothesis" proposed by Naylor (1995)， for example， among others (cf. 
Schachter and Otanes 1972， Schachter 1976， Kaufrnan 2009)， in which 
Tagalog verbal predicates訂 eassumed to be syntactically nominal， and the 
Tagalog clause structure is best analyzed as an equational. Under this 
hypothesis， there would be no clause showing a combination of 
noun-predicate and verb-predicate structures. In the construction in question 
here， however， the two parts are linked by a linker， instead of parataxis 
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which Naylor (1995) regards as the means ofrealizing“equ剖ional"clauses. 

5 According to my consultant， in this word order， the speaker emphasizes 
the physical appearance， especially the face， of the person. 

Abbreviations 

AC -adnominal clause; ADV -adverbial; AF・actorfocus; BF・beneficiary
focus; CF -causal focus; CONT -contemplated; DF -direction focus; 
EXCL幽 exclusive;FT -企eetranslation; GEN -genitive; HON -honorific; 
IF -instrumental focus; INCL・inclusive;INF・infmitive;INV -inversion 
marker; IPFV -imperfective; LF -location focus; LK -linker; L T -literal 
translation; NEG・ negative;NMLZ -norr血alizer;OBL -oblique; PF -
patient focus; PFV -perfective; PL -plural; Q -question particle; RF -
reason focus; SG -singular; TOP -topic. 
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